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ABSTRACT
In order to process interval timestamped data, the sequenced se-
mantics has been proposed. This paper presents a relational alge-
bra solution that provides native support for the three properties of
the sequenced semantics: snapshot reducibility, extended snapshot
reducibility, and change preservation. We introduce two tempo-
ral primitives, temporal splitter and temporal aligner, and define
rules that use these primitives to reduce the operators of a temporal
algebra to their nontemporal counterparts. Our solution supports
the three properties of the sequenced semantics through interval
adjustment and timestamp propagation. We have implemented the
temporal primitives and reduction rules in the kernel of PostgreSQL
to get native database support for processing interval timestamped
data. The support is comprehensive and includes outer joins, anti-
joins, and aggregations with predicates and functions over the time
intervals of argument relations. The implementation and empiri-
cal evaluation confirms effectiveness and scalability of our solution
that leverages existing database query optimization techniques.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2 [Database Management]: Systems—Relational databases
Keywords
Temporal databases, Sequenced semantics
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to query interval timestamped databases, temporal up-
ward compatible, nonsequenced, and sequenced semantics ex-
ist [14, 7, 3]. Temporal upward compatible semantics [3][14,
p.2936-2939] processes only the data that is valid at the current
time, whereas nonsequenced semantics [14, p.1913-1915] treats
time intervals as conventional attributes. For both semantics stan-
dard SQL can be used to query the database. Sequenced semantics
is by far the most difficult to support. Various works have shown
that the formulation of sequenced statements in standard SQL is
complex and awkward [7, 13, 14, 21]. This paper proposes re-
lational algebra primitives that provide support for the sequenced
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semantics, including outer joins, antijoins and aggregations with
predicates and functions over the interval timestamps of argument
relations.
Sequenced semantics comes with three properties: snapshot re-
ducibility, which applies nontemporal statements to each snapshot
of a temporal database; extended snapshot reducibility, which com-
bines snapshot reducibility with the possibility to specify predicates
and functions over the interval timestamps of argument relations;
and change preservation, which preserves the changes defined by
the start and end points of time intervals.
Example 1. Consider a hotel that has rooms to let. Room prices
are fixed during winter and negotiated during summer. The ho-
tel has three fixed-price categories: short term (1-2 months, high
price), long term (3-7 months, lower price) and permanent (8-12
months, lowest price and no summer/winter fluctuation). Room
prices are recorded in relation P, where A is the daily price, Min
and Max are minimum and maximum duration for the specific
price category, and T is the time period during which the price
is valid. For instance, tuple s1 records that short term guests pay a
price of 50 during the first 5 months of 2012. During the same pe-
riod long terms guests pay a price of 40 (tuple s2). Tuple s3 is for
permanent guests with a price of 30 that is valid for the entire year.
Relation R records reservations, where N is the name of the guest
R
N T
r1 Ann [2012/1, 2012/8)
r2 Joe [2012/2, 2012/6)
r3 Ann [2012/8, 2012/12)
P
A Min Max T
s1 50 1 2 [2012/1, 2012/6)
s2 40 3 7 [2012/1, 2012/6)
s3 30 8 12 [2012/1, 2013/1)
s4 50 1 2 [2012/10, 2013/1)
s5 40 3 7 [2012/10, 2013/1)
(a) Temporal Relations
2012/1 2012/2 2012/3 2012/4 2012/5 2012/6 2012/7 2012/8 2012/9 2012/10 2012/11 2012/12 t
R
r1 = (Ann)
r2 = (Joe) r3 = (Ann)
P
s1 = (50, 1, 2) s4 = (50, 1, 2)
s2 = (40, 3, 7) s5 = (40, 3, 7)
s3 = (30, 8, 12)
z1 =(Ann, 40, 3, 7)
z2 =(Joe, 40, 3, 7)
z3 =(Ann, ω, ω, ω)
z4 =(Ann, ω, ω, ω)
z5 =(Ann, 40, 3, 7)
(b) Result of Query Q1.
Figure 1: Sample Database.
and T is the time period of a reservation. For instance, r1 records
a reservation of Ann for the first 7 months of 2012. r3 records a
different reservation for Ann from August until November 2012.
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In order to determine periods with fixed prices and peri-
ods that need to be negotiated, the hotel computes a tempo-
ral left outer join: Q1 = R d|><|TMin≤DUR(R.T )≤Max P. The
result of query Q1 is shown in Fig. 1(b). We use a graph-
ical representation, where timestamps are drawn as horizontal
lines. For instance, (Ann, 40, 3, 7, [2012/1, 2012/6)) is produced
from r1 and s1 over their common interval [2012/1, 2012/6),
and (Ann, ω, ω, ω, [2012/6, 2012/8)) from r1 over the interval
[2012/6, 2012/8) for which the price must be negotiated (ω de-
notes a null value). Note that the join predicate references the
timestamp attribute R.T (extended snapshot reducibility) and that
z3 and z4 are not coalesced into a single result tuple since they are
derived from different argument tuples (change preservation).
In order to satisfy the three properties of the sequenced seman-
tics, we propose a solution that (1) adjusts timestamps by breaking
them into pieces, (2) propagates timestamps as explicit attributes to
support functions and predicates over these intervals, and (3) uses
lineage information to preserve the changes defined by the interval
timestamps of the argument tuples. It is easy to support each prop-
erty individually. Supporting all three properties together, however,
is difficult and is the goal pursued in this paper.
To adjust interval timestamps, we propose two primitives that
transform each tuple of an argument relation into a set of tu-
ples with adjusted timestamps. Based on the characteristics of
how relational operators produce result tuples, we identify two
classes of operators that have to be adjusted differently. For group
based operators, {pi, ϑ,∪,−,∩}, all tuples in a group contribute
to one result tuple. We define a temporal splitter to adjust interval
timestamps for group based operators. For tuple based operators,
{σ,×,1, d|><|, |><|d, d|><|d,}, at most one tuple of every argument re-
lation contributes to a single result tuple. We define a temporal
aligner to adjust intervals for tuple based operators. Once the argu-
ment tuples have been adjusted, the final result can be computed by
comparing interval timestamps using equality and without further
interval manipulations.
The purpose of the adjustment is to modify interval timestamps,
so that all intervals that have to be compared are either identical or
disjoint. After the adjustment the original interval timestamps are
no longer available. To permit the use of predicates over the orig-
inal interval timestamps, we provide the possibility to propagate
timestamps as explicit attributes. Timestamp propagation is possi-
ble for schema robust operators, i.e., operators that are not affected
if the schema of an argument relation is extended with additional
attributes (cf. Section 3.3). Apart from the set operators, {∪,−,∩},
all relational algebra operators are schema robust. In relational al-
gebra expressions interval timestamps can be propagated through
sequences of schema robust operators and used in predicates and
functions. They must be removed (using a projection) before oper-
ators that are not schema robust.
Interval adjustment, in combination with timestamp propagation,
provides a uniform solution to reduce all operators of a temporal al-
gebra with sequenced semantics to their nontemporal counterparts.
With the adjustment primitives query processing becomes a two-
step process: 1) propagate and adjust the interval timestamps of
argument tuples; 2) apply the corresponding nontemporal operator
on the interval-adjusted relations.
To summarize, we adopt an interval based temporal data model
and propose an algebraic solution that provides support for the se-
quenced semantics with snapshot reducibility, extended snapshot
reducibility, and change preservation. Our solution makes it un-
necessary for applications to explicitly manipulate intervals: tuples
that have to be compared by relational algebra operators have ei-
ther equal or disjoint timestamps. The technical contributions are
as follows:
• We introduce timestamp propagation as a mechanism to sup-
port extended snapshot reducibility for schema robust oper-
ators, i.e., operators that are not affected if the schema is ex-
tended.
• We define lineage for interval timestamped databases and
show how to combine lineage with snapshot reducibility to
define change preservation.
• We define a temporal splitter and a temporal aligner primi-
tive to adjust the timestamp intervals of argument tuples. The
temporal splitter adjusts the intervals for the group based op-
erators, {pi, ϑ,∪,−,∩}, the temporal aligner for the tuple
based operators, {σ,×,1, d|><|, |><|d, d|><|d,}.
• We define a temporal algebra with sequenced semantics by
specifying a set of reduction rules that reduce temporal op-
erators to the nontemporal counterparts. The reduction rules
are comprehensive and cover all algebra operators, including
outer joins, antijoins, and aggregations with predicates and
functions over the timestamp attributes.
• We prove that the temporal algebra defined by the reduction
rules is snapshot reducible, extended snapshot reducible, and
change preserving.
• We describe an implementation of the temporal primitives
and reduction rules in the kernel of PostgreSQL and conduct
extensive experiments that show the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 introduces the three properties of the
sequenced semantics, including mechanisms and formalization to
achieve them. In Sec. 4 we introduce temporal splitter and aligner,
which in Sec. 5 are used to reduce the operators of a temporal al-
gebra to their nontemporal counterparts. Section 6 describes the
implementation of our solution in PostgreSQL. Section 7 reports
the evaluation results. Section 8 concludes the paper and points to
future work.
2. RELATEDWORK
The management of temporal data in DBMSs has been an active
research area since several decades, focusing primarily on tempo-
ral data models and query languages (e.g., [1, 5, 10, 11, 20][14,
p.2762-2768]) as well as efficient evaluation algorithms for specific
operators (e.g., temporal join [19, 24] and temporal aggregation [4,
28][14, p.2924-2929]).
To make the formulation of temporal queries more convenient,
various temporal query languages [6, 7, 23] have been proposed.
The earliest approach to add support for the time to relational query
languages, such as SQL, was to introduce new data types with
associated predicates and functions that were strongly influenced
by Allen’s interval relationships. Extending an existing query lan-
guage with new data types is fairly simple and facilitates the for-
mulation of some temporal queries. However, it does not provide a
systematic way to generalize nontemporal to temporal queries since
it does not effectively support, e.g., temporal aggregation and tem-
poral set difference. In response to this new keywords and clauses
were added to SQL with the goal of expressing temporal queries
similar to nontemporal ones. Below we discuss the languages and
techniques that are directly relevant to our solution. Note that the
goal of our approach is not an extension of SQL, but native database
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support for temporal operators at the level of the relational algebra.
Our solution is generic and provides built-in database support for
implementing the proposed extensions of SQL.
The IXSQL language [10, 15] normalizes timestamps and pro-
vides two functions, unfold and fold, that are used as follows: (i)
unfold transforms an interval timestamped relation into a point
timestamped relation by splitting each interval timestamped tuple
into a set of point timestamped tuples; (ii) the corresponding non-
temporal operator is applied on the normalized relation; (iii) fold
collapses value-equivalent tuples over consecutive time points into
interval timestamped tuples over maximal time intervals. The ap-
proach is conceptually simple, but timestamp normalization using
fold and unfold does not preserve changes and an efficient imple-
mentation has not been provided.
An approach based on point timestamped relations is SQL/TP
[26, 27]. A temporal relation is a sequence of nontemporal rela-
tions (or snapshots), and the corresponding nontemporal operations
are applied on each of the snapshots to answer temporal queries.
To provide an efficient evaluation of SQL/TP an interval based en-
coding of point timestamped relations was proposed together with
a normalization function. The normalization splits overlapping
value-equivalent argument tuples into tuples with equal or disjoint
timestamps and SQL/TP queries are then mapped to standard SQL
statements with equality predicates. Toman’s normalization func-
tion satisfies the properties of a temporal splitter for group based
operators and we leverage the normalization for the splitting of in-
terval timestamps of group based operators. We propose a database
internal algorithm for the normalization function for which no im-
plementation was provided. SQL/TP does not consider change
preservation. Also not considered is extended snapshot reducibility,
which is not relevant for point timestamped relations. Normaliza-
tion is not applicable to tuple based operators, such as joins, outer
joins, and antijoins, since for these operators it would not preserve
changes.
Agesen et al. [2] introduce a split operator that extends the nor-
malization to bitemporal relations. The operator splits argument
tuples that are value-equivalent over nontemporal attributes into tu-
ples over smaller, yet maximal timestamps such that the new times-
tamps are either equal or disjoint. The nontemporal operations
are applied to the split relation. Similar to our temporal splitter,
changes are preserved. The focus of the split operator are aggre-
gation and difference in now-relative bitemporal databases. It is
limited to value-equivalent tuples, i.e., tuples with pairwise identi-
cal nontemporal attributes, and does not apply to change preserving
joins, outer joins, and antijoins.
ATSQL [7] offers a systematic way to construct temporal SQL
queries from nontemporal SQL queries. The main idea is to formu-
late the nontemporal query and use statement modifiers to control
if the statement is evaluated with temporal or nontemporal seman-
tics. In the context of ATSQL different desiderata for temporal
languages were formulated, namely upward compatible, temporal
upward compatible, sequenced, and nonsequenced semantics. No
native database implementation of this approach has been provided.
In terms of query processing various query evaluation algorithms
for specific operators have been proposed. Join algorithms are
based on indexing techniques [22, 31] or well-known nested loop,
sort merge and partitioning strategies [9]. Similarly, several solu-
tions for the evaluation of various forms of temporal aggregation [4,
12, 16, 29, 30] were proposed. Instead of designing algorithms for
specific operators, we adopt a generic approach and propose two
primitives that allow to reduce all operators of a sequenced algebra
to their nontemporal counterparts.
The support for temporal data in commercial DBMSs has been
limited to new data types with associated predicates and functions.
In PostgreSQL, a temporal module [18] adds the PERIOD datatype
for anchored time intervals together with boolean predicates and
functions, such as intersection, union and minus. Since not all of
them are closed, the functions might throw a runtime error. While
this module facilitates the formulation of some temporal queries, it
does not conveniently support queries that need to adjust the times-
tamps of tuples, such as temporal difference, aggregation and outer
joins. The Oracle database system [17] extends the capabilities of
PostgreSQL by additionally supporting valid and transaction time
(DBMS_WM package). Querying temporal relations, however, is
only possible at a specific time point (snapshot). Teradata [25] pro-
vides similar temporal support as Oracle, i.e., the PERIOD datatype
with associated predicates and functions as well as valid time and
transaction time. As of release 13.10, Teradata supports the tem-
poral statement modifiers SEQUENCED and NONSEQUENCED in
queries. The support for SEQUENCED is limited to inner joins.
The sequenced semantics for outer joins, set operations, duplicate
elimination and aggregation is not supported.
3. SEQUENCED SEMANTICS
This section presents the three properties of the sequenced se-
mantics [14, p.2619-2621]: snapshot reducibility, extended snap-
shot reducibility and change preservation. For each property we
provide crisp definitions that will be used to prove that our solution
supports the sequenced semantics.
3.1 Preliminaries
We assume a linearly ordered, discrete time domain, ΩT . A
time interval is a contiguous set of time points (or instants) and
is represented as a pair [Ts, Te), where Ts is the inclusive start
point and Te the exclusive end point. We use tuple timestamping
and associate each tuple with a single time interval that represents
the tuple’s valid time. A temporal relation schema is represented
as R = (A1, . . . , Am, T ), where A1, . . . , Am are the nontempo-
ral attributes with domain Ωi and T is a temporal attribute over
ΩT ×ΩT . Similarly, we assume a temporal relation s with schema
S = (C1, . . . , Ck, T ). A tuple, r, over schema R is a finite set
that contains for every Ai a value vi ∈ Ωi and for T a time in-
terval [ts, te) ∈ ΩT × ΩT . A temporal relation, r, over schema
R is a finite set of tuples over R. For a tuple r and an attribute
Ai, r.Ai denotes the value of the attribute Ai in r. As abbrevia-
tions we use A = {A1, . . . , Am} and r.A = (r.A1, . . . , r.Am).
The operators of the temporal relational algebra are selection σT ,
projection piT , aggregation ϑT , difference −T , union ∪T , inter-
section ∩T , Cartesian product ×T , join 1T , left outer join d|><|T ,
right outer join |><|dT , full outer join d|><|dT , and antijoin T . For the
set operators we assume union compatible argument relations, and
for piTB(r) and Bϑ
T
F (r) we require B ⊆ A. sch(ψ) denotes the
schema of the relation defined by the relational algebra expression
ψ. We assume set-based semantics with duplicate free temporal
relations, i.e., there are no value-equivalent tuples over common
timepoints. Formally, a temporal relation, r, is duplicate free iff
∀r ∈ r∀r′ ∈ r(r 6= r′ ⇒ r.A 6= r′.A∨r.T ∩r′.T = ∅). A snap-
shot of a temporal relation is a nontemporal relation that is valid
at a specific time point t, and is defined in terms of the timeslice
operator [14, p.3120-3121]: τt(r) = {r.A | r ∈ r ∧ t ∈ r.T}.
3.2 Snapshot Reducibility
Many temporal languages [15, 23] are based on the concept of
snapshot reducibility. Snapshot reducibility ensures that each snap-
shot in the result of a temporal operator (e.g., d|><|Tθ ) is equal to the
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result of the equivalent nontemporal operator (e.g., d|><| θ) evaluated
on the corresponding snapshots of the argument relations.
Definition 1. (Snapshot Reducibility) Let r1, . . . , rn be tempo-
ral relations, ψT an n-ary temporal operator, ψ the corresponding
nontemporal operator, ΩT the time domain and τp(r) the timeslice
operator. Operator ψT is snapshot reducible to ψ iff
∀t ∈ ΩT (τt(ψT (r1, . . . , rn)) ≡ ψ(τt(r1), . . . , τt(rn))).
Snapshot reducibility constrains the result of a temporal operator.
Note that it does not define how to group time points into intervals,
and the timestamps of the argument relations r1, ..., rn cannot be
used in theta conditions of ψ since the timestamps are removed
by the timeslice operator (for instance, snapshot reducibility does
not apply to ϑTAVG(DUR(R.T ))(R), which determines the average
duration of reservations at each point in time).
3.3 Extended Snapshot Reducibility
As illustrated above, snapshot reducibility does not apply to
temporal operators with predicates and functions over the interval
timestamps of argument relations. The sequenced semantics intro-
duces the concept of extended snapshot reducibility, which requires
that references to interval timestamps can be used along with snap-
shot reducibility. We support extended snapshot reducibility by
propagating interval timestamps as nontemporal attributes. Since
timestamp propagation adds attributes to the schema of argument
relations of an operator ψ, the operator must be unaffected if its
argument relations is extended by an additional attribute, i.e., the
operator must be schema robust.
Definition 2. (Schema Robust Operator) Let r1, . . . , rn be re-
lations, where relation ri has schema Ri = (Ai), and ψ be an
n-ary operator that yields a relation with schema E when applied
to r1, . . . , rn. Let r′1, . . . r′n be relations where r′i has schema
R′i = (Ai,Xi) and let ri ≡ piAi(r′i). Operator ψ is schema
robust iff for all Xi and r1, . . . , rn the following holds:
ψ(r1, . . . , rn) ≡ piE(ψ(r′1, . . . , r′n)).
Definition 3. (Extend Operator) Let r be a temporal relation
with schema (A1, . . . , Am, T ). The extend operator, U (r), yields
a temporal relation with schema (A1, . . . , Am, U, T ) and is defined
as follows:
z ∈ U (r) ⇐⇒ ∃r ∈ r(z.A = r.A ∧ z.U = r.T ∧ z.T = r.T ).
Definition 4. (Extended Snapshot Reducibility) Let r1, . . . , rn
be temporal relations, ψT an n-ary schema robust temporal opera-
tor, andψ the corresponding n-ary nontemporal operator that yields
a relation with schemaE. Let ΩT be the time domain and τp(r) be
the timeslice operator. Operator ψT is extended snapshot reducible
to ψ iff
∀t ∈ ΩT (τt(ψT (r1, . . . , rn))
≡ piE(ψ(τt(U1(r1)), . . . , τt(Un(rn))))),
where in predicates and functions on the right-hand side ri.T has
been substituted with Ui.
The crucial property of extended snapshot reducibility is that it
allows references to timestamps by substituting them with refer-
ences to explicit attributes that have been propagated for this pur-
pose.
Example 2. Consider our running example in Fig. 1. We il-
lustrate extended snapshot reducibility for timepoint 2012/1 and
query Q1 = R d|><|TMin≤DUR(R.T )≤Max P.
1. Propagate the timestamp of R by extending relation R:
U (R) = N U T
r1 Ann [2012/1, 2012/8) [2012/1, 2012/8)
r2 Joe [2012/2, 2012/6) [2012/2, 2012/6)
r3 Ann [2012/8, 2012/12) [2012/8, 2012/12)
2. Determine snapshots at timepoint 2012/1:
τ2012/1(U (R)) = {(Ann, [2012/1, 2012/8))},
τ2012/1(P) = {(50, 1, 2), (40, 3, 7), (30, 1, 12)}.
3. Substitute R.T in the condition of the left outer join with U
and compute a nontemporal left outer join:
τ2012/1(U (R)) d|><|Min≤DUR(U)≤Max τ2012/1(P) =
{(Ann, 40, 3, 7, [2012/1, 2012/8))}.
4. Project on (N ,A,Min,Max ): {(Ann, 40, 3, 7)}.
For the construction of relational algebra expressions it is also
relevant if an operator is schema propagating or not. For instance,
all types of joins are schema robust as well as schema propagating.
Temporal aggregation is schema robust but not timestamp propa-
gating since a single result tuple is not derived from a fixed number
of argument tuples.
Definition 5. (Timestamp Propagating Operator) Let r1, . . . ,
rn be relations where relation ri has schema Ri = (Ai), ψ an
n-ary schema robust operator that yields a relation with schema E
when applied to r1, . . . , rn, and r′1, . . . r′n relations where r′i has
schema R′i = (Ai,Xi). Operator ψ is timestamp propagating iff
sch(ψ(r1, . . . , rn)) = (E)
⇒ sch(ψ(r′1, . . . , r′n)) = (E,X1, . . . ,Xn)
Table 1 summarizes schema robust and timestamp propagating
operators, respectively.
Table 1: Properties of Operators.
Operators Schema robust Timestamp propagating
{σ, ×, 1, d|><|, |><|d, d|><|d, } yes yes
{pi,ϑ} yes no
{−,∩,∪} no no
3.4 Change Preservation
Data lineage [14, p.2202-2207][8] traces how result tuples are
derived from argument tuples and has been studied in contexts
where the relationship between argument and result tuples is rel-
evant. We show that data lineage nicely complements snapshot re-
ducibility and can be used to define a natural and unique grouping
of time points into intervals that is change preserving.1 For in-
stance, given the result of query Q1 in Fig. 1(b) between 2012/6
and 2012/9, (extended) snapshot reducibility only defines that at
each of these timepoints a tuple with values (Ann, ω, ω, ω) must
exist. That means that replacing tuples z3 and z4 by a single tuple
z34 = (Ann, ω, ω, ω, [2012/6, 2012/10)), or four tuples over one
month each would not violate (extended) snapshot reducibility.
1Originally, when introduced in the context of the sequenced se-
mantics [7][14, p.2619-2621], this property was termed interval
preservation. We use the term change preservation, which better
captures its nature.
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Definition 6. (Lineage Set) Let r1, . . . , rn be temporal relations
and z ∈ ψT (r1, . . . , rn) be a result tuple at timepoint t of an n-ary
(extended) snapshot reducible temporal operator ψT . The lineage
set, L[ψT (r1, . . . , rn)](z, t), of result tuple z at time point t is the
list of sets of argument tuples, 〈r′1, . . . , r′n〉, r′i ⊆ ri from which z
is derived:
L[σTθ (r)](z, t) = 〈{r ∈ r | z.A = r.A ∧ θ(r) ∧ t ∈ r.T}〉
L[piTB(r)](z, t) = 〈{r ∈ r | z.B = r.B ∧ t ∈ r.T}〉
L[r−T s](z, t) = 〈{r ∈ r | z.A = r.A ∧ t ∈ r.T}, s〉
L[r ∪T s](z, t) = 〈{r ∈ r | z.A = r.A ∧ t ∈ r.T},
{s ∈ s | z.A = s.C ∧ t ∈ s.T}〉
L[r×T s](z, t) = 〈{r ∈ r | z.A = r.A ∧ t ∈ r.T},
{s ∈ s | z.C = s.C ∧ t ∈ s.T}〉
L[r d|><|Tθs](z, t) =
{
L[rTθ s](z, t) if z.C = (ω, . . . , ω)
L[r 1Tθ s](z, t) otherwise
L[r |><|dTθs](z, t) =
{
L[sTθ r](z, t) if z.A = (ω, . . . , ω)
L[r 1Tθ s](z, t) otherwise
L[r d|><|dTθs](z, t) =

L[sTθ r](z, t) if z.A = (ω, . . . , ω)
L[rTθ s](z, t) if z.C = (ω, . . . , ω)
L[r 1Tθ s](z, t) otherwise
Example 3. Consider the temporal left outer join in Example 1
with the result from Fig. 1(b):
• L[R d|><|TθP](z1, 2012/2) = 〈{r1}, {s2}〉,
• L[R d|><|TθP](z3, 2012/6) = 〈{r1}, {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}〉.
Note that lineage sets for inner join, aggregation, intersection
and antijoin are not listed explicitly in Def. 6 since they are identi-
cal to, respectively, Cartesian product, projection, union and differ-
ence (e.g., L[r 1Tθ s](z, t) = L[r×T s](z, t)). The definitions are
identical since the specifics of the operators, e.g., theta conditions,
are part of the definition of the result tuples z. The result tuples are
defined through (extended) snapshot reducibility, which includes
the theta conditions, and the result tuples are arguments in the defi-
nition of the lineage set. In the following we omit the operator and
write L(z, t) if we discuss general properties of lineage sets.
Similar to nontemporal operators [8], the lineage set for temporal
operators has three properties: (i) when an operator is applied to the
lineage set, L(z, t), its result at time t is identical to the snapshot of
tuple z at time t, (ii) each tuple in the lineage set contributes to the
result tuple and (iii) the lineage set is maximal.
Lineage sets trace the result tuples at a time point back to the ar-
gument tuples. Together with (extended) snapshot reducibility they
define the result of a temporal operator. By merging contiguous
time points with identical lineage sets we obtain result tuples over
maximal time intervals that preserve changes.
Definition 7. (Change Preservation) Let r1, . . . , rn be temporal
relations, z = ψT (r1, . . . , rn) be the result of an n-ary temporal
operator ψT , and let L(z, p) be the lineage set of result tuple z ∈ z
at timepoint t. The temporal operator, ψT , is change preserving iff
for all z ∈ z and z′ ∈ z the following holds:
∀t, t′ ∈ z.T (L(z, t) = L(z, t′)) ∧
(z.Ts−1 ∈ z′.T ∧ z.A=z′.A⇒ L(z′, z.Ts − 1) 6=L(z, z.Ts)) ∧
(z.Te ∈ z′.T ∧ z.A = z′.A⇒ L(z′, z.Te) 6=L(z, z.Ts)).
Example 4. Consider the temporal left outer join in Fig. 1(b).
For result tuples z3 and z4 we have the following lineage sets:
• ∀p ∈ z3.T : L[R d|><|TθP](z3, p) = 〈{r1},P〉
• ∀p′ ∈ z4.T : L[R d|><|Tθ P](z4, p′) = 〈{r3},P〉
The change at time 2012/8 where one reservation of Ann ends
and a different reservation of Ann starts is preserved. Any
result relation with more tuples over smaller time intervals
would not preserve changes. For example, replacing z3 in
Fig. 1(b) by z′3 = (Ann, ω, ω, ω, [2012/6, 2012/7)) and z′′3 =
(Ann, ω, ω, ω, [2012/7, 2012/8)) violates the maximality con-
straint since their lineage sets would be equal and the two tuples
are value-equivalent and adjacent.
4. TEMPORAL PRIMITIVES
This section introduces two temporal primitives that will be used
in Sec. 5 to reduce the operators of a temporal algebra to operators
of the nontemporal relational algebra, while preserving the three
properties of the sequenced semantics.
Based on the characteristics of how operators produce result tu-
ples, we identify group and tuple based operators. Group based
operators are {pi, ϑ,∪,−,∩}. All tuples with identical values for
the (grouping) attributes contribute to one result tuple. Tuple based
operators are {σ,×,1, d|><|, |><|d, d|><|d,}. For these operators at most
one tuple of every argument relation contributes to the values of a
single result tuple. For each operator class we design a temporal
primitive that provides both equality on the adjusted timestamps
and change preservation for the subsequent nontemporal operation.
4.1 Temporal Splitter
For group based operators, {pi, ϑ,∪,−,∩}, we propose a tem-
poral splitter primitive that adjusts the time interval of an argument
tuple by splitting it at each start and end point of all tuples in the
same group.
Definition 8. (Temporal Splitter) Let r be a tuple and g a set
of tuples. A temporal splitter produces a set of tuples with the
nontemporal attributes of r over the following adjusted intervals:
T ∈ split(r,g) ⇐⇒
T ⊆ r.T ∧ ∀g ∈ g(g.T ∩ T = ∅ ∨ T ⊆ g.T ) ∧
∀T ′ ⊃ T (∃g ∈ g(T ′ ∩ g.T 6= ∅ ∧ T ′ 6⊆ g.T ) ∨ T ′ 6⊆ r.T ).
The second line requires that an adjusted interval, T , is contained
in r’s timestamp and either contained or disjoint from all timestamp
intervals of tuples g ∈ g. The third line requires that T is maximal,
i.e., it cannot be enlarged without violating the first condition.
Example 5. Figure 2(a) illustrates the temporal splitter with g =
{g1, g2}. The temporal splitter produces maximal sub-intervals of
r’s timestamp that are contained in the intervals of all overlapping
tuples.
A temporal primitive that satisfies the properties of a temporal
splitter is the normalization function of Toman [27].
Definition 9. (Normalization [27, Sec. 4]) Let r be a temporal
relation. The normalization, NB(r; s), of r with respect to s and
attributes B ⊆ r.A is defined as follows:
r˜ ∈ NB(r; s) ⇐⇒
∃r ∈ r(r˜.A = r.A ∧ r˜.T ∈ split(r, {s ∈ s | s.B = r.B})).
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g1
g2
T1
T2
T3
T4
(a) Temporal Splitter.
2012/1 2012/2 2012/3 2012/4 2012/5 2012/6 2012/7 2012/8 t
r
g1
g2
T1
T2 T3
(b) Temporal Aligner.
Figure 2: Temporal Splitter and Aligner.
PROPOSITION 1. Assume a temporal relation r and the tempo-
ral normalization r˜ = NB(r; r). All tuples r˜ ∈ r˜ with the same
B-values have interval timestamps that are either equal or disjoint.
PROPOSITION 2. Assume temporal relations r and s with
schema (A, T ) and the temporal normalizations r˜ = NA(r; s)
and s˜ = NA(s; r). Any two tuples r˜ ∈ r˜ and s˜ ∈ s˜ with the same
A-values have interval timestamps that are either equal or disjoint.
Example 6. Figure 3 illustrates the temporal normalization
N{}(R;R) for relation R from Example 1. For instance, tuple
(Ann, [2012/2, 2012/6)) is derived from r1 over a maximal sub-
interval that is either identical or disjoint from the intervals of all
other result tuples.
2012/1 2012/2 2012/3 2012/4 2012/5 2012/6 2012/7 2012/8 2012/9 2012/10 2012/11 2012/12 t
R
r1 = (Ann)
r2 = (Joe) r3 = (Ann)
r˜11 = (Ann) r˜12 = (Ann)
r˜21 = (Joe)
r˜13 = (Ann)
r˜31 = (Ann)
Figure 3: Temporal Normalization.
4.2 Temporal Aligner
For tuple based operators, {σ,×,1, d|><|, |><|d, d|><|d,}, we propose a
temporal aligner primitive that adjusts an argument tuple according
to each tuple of a group.
Definition 10. (Temporal Aligner) Let r be a tuple and g be a
set of tuples. A temporal aligner produces a set of tuples with the
nontemporal attributes of r over the following adjusted intervals:
T ∈ align(r,g) ⇐⇒
∃g ∈ g(T = r.T ∩ g.T ) ∧ T 6= ∅ ∨
T ⊆ r.T ∧ ∀g ∈ g(g.T ∩ T = ∅) ∧
∀T ′ ⊃ T (∃g ∈ g(T ′ ∩ g.T 6= ∅) ∨ T ′ 6⊆ r.T ).
The second line handles all possible sub-intervals of r.T for
which a timestamp interval in g exists: in this case T is their inter-
section. The third and fourth lines handle sub-intervals for which
no covering interval in g exists: in this case T is a maximal non-
covered part of r.T .
Example 7. Figure 2(b) illustrates the temporal aligner with g =
{g1, g2}. The time intervals T1 and T2 are derived from the inter-
section of r with g1 and g2, respectively. T3 is a sub-interval of r.T
that is not covered by any tuple in g.
Definition 11. (Temporal Alignment) Let r and s be two tempo-
ral relations and θ be a predicate over the nontemporal attributes
of a tuple in r and a tuple in s. The temporal alignment operator,
rΦθs, of r with respect to s and condition θ is defined as follows:
r˜ ∈ rΦθs ⇐⇒
∃r ∈ r(r˜.A = r.A ∧ r˜.T ∈ align(r, {s ∈ s | θ(r, s)})).
Example 8. Figure 4 shows the alignment of P with respect
to U (R) using condition θ ≡ (Min ≤ DUR(U) ≤ Max ).
For instance, the first result tuple, (50, 1, 2, [2012/1, 2012/6)),
is derived from s1 over the interval [2012/1, 2012/6) for which
no tuple in the other relation exists that satisfies θ. The sec-
ond result tuple, (40, 3, 7, [2012/1, 2012/6)), is derived from s2
and r1 over their common interval, and the third result tuple,
(40, 3, 7, [2012/2, 2012/6)), from s2 and r2 over their common
interval. Notice that the second and third tuple are value-equivalent
over overlapping timepoints and are both derived from tuple s1.
2012/1 2012/2 2012/3 2012/4 2012/5 2012/6 2012/7 2012/8 2012/9 2012/10 2012/11 2012/12 t
U(R)
r1 = (Ann, [2012/1, 2012/8))
r2 = (Joe, [2012/2, 2012/6)) r3 = (Ann, [2012/8, 2012/12))
P
s1 = (50, 1, 2) s4 = (50, 1, 2)
s2 = (40, 3, 7) s5 = (40, 3, 7)
s3 = (30, 8, 12)
(50, 1, 2) (50, 1, 2)
(40, 3, 7)
(40, 3, 7)
(40, 3, 7)
(40, 3, 7)
(30, 8, 12)
Figure 4: Temporal Alignment.
LEMMA 1. Let r be a temporal relation with |r| = n, s be
a temporal relation with |s| = m, and r˜ = rΦθs be the result
of temporal alignment with condition θ. The upper bound of the
cardinality of the aligned relation is |r˜| ≤ 2nm+ n.
PROOF. By induction. Base case: n = 1. The result of unifying
a relation r = {r1} with a relation s = {s1, . . . , sm} generates at
most 2m + 1 result tuples. There exist at most m sub-intervals of
r1.T that overlap with a tuple in s and at most m+ 1 sub-intervals
of r1.T that do not overlap with any tuple in s. This is illustrated
in Fig. 5 for n = 1 and m = 2, where r1 is split into 2 ∗ 2 + 1 = 5
result tuples. Inductive case: n > 1. Assume an argument relation
r with n tuples that can have up to 2nm + n output tuples. Then
n+1 tuples in the argument relation can produce 2(n+1)m+(n+
1) tuples. This holds since 2mn + n tuples can be produced by n
argument tuples and an additional tuple can yield up to 2m+1 new
result tuples.
2012/1 2012/2 2012/3 2012/4 2012/5 2012/6 2012/7 2012/8 2012/9 2012/10 2012/11 2012/12 t
r
r1
s
s1 s2
rΦtrues
r˜1 r˜2
r˜3 r˜4
r˜5
Figure 5: Base Case (for n = 1 andm = 2).
PROPOSITION 3. Assume temporal relations r and s with
alignments r˜ = rΦθs and s˜ = sΦθr. For any two tuples r ∈ r and
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s ∈ s that satisfy θ and r.T ∩ s.T 6= ∅, there are two tuples r˜ ∈ r˜
and s˜ ∈ s˜ with matching nontemporal values for r and s, respec-
tively, and with identical timestamps r˜.T = s˜.T = r.T ∩ s.T .
PROPOSITION 4. Assume temporal relations r and s. Every
tuple r˜ ∈ rΦθs is derived from a tuple r ∈ r, and the timestamp
of r˜ is either the intersection of r.T with the timestamp of a tuple
s ∈ s satisfying θ, or a maximal sub-interval of r.T that is not
covered by the interval timestamp of a tuple s ∈ s satisfying θ.
5. REDUCING TEMPORAL OPERATORS
This section uses temporal splitter and aligner to reduce opera-
tors with sequenced semantics to their nontemporal counterparts.
5.1 Overview
Figure 6 illustrates the basic scheme for reducing temporal oper-
ators with sequenced semantics. We assume extended relations (cf.
Sec. 3.3). Thus, all references to timestamps have been substituted
with references to explicit attributes with propagated timestamps.
r ψT s
r˜← rΦθs
s˜← sΦθr r˜ ψ s˜ α z
binary, tuple based
r ψT s
r˜← NB(r; s)
s˜← NB(s; r) r˜ ψ s˜ z
binary, group based
ψT (r) r˜← NB(r; r) ψ(r˜) z
unary
Figure 6: Reduction of Temporal Operators.
The normalization or alignment primitive transforms argument
relation(s) with overlapping timestamps into temporal relations
where the timestamps of tuples have been adjusted. Only equal-
ity is required to compare such timestamps. This allows to replace
the temporal operator by the corresponding nontemporal operator
on adjusted relations and an equality on the timestamps.
Before giving the reduction rules we need a final operator to
eliminate temporal duplicates. The alignment primitive produces
all distinct intersections of matching tuples for tuple based oper-
ators. Since the timestamps are adjusted independently for each
tuple, the result might include intervals that are not maximal inter-
sections of two tuples as illustrated in the next example.
Example 9. Consider the Cartesian product of relations r =
{(a, [1, 9)), (b, [3, 7))} and s = {(c, [1, 9)), (d, [3, 7))}. The tem-
poral alignment produces r˜ = rΦtrues = {(a, [1, 9)), (a, [3, 7)),
(b, [3, 7))}. Similar for s we get s˜ = {(c, [1, 9)), (c, [3, 7)),
(d, [3, 7))}. The subsequent equality join of r˜ and s˜ on the adjusted
timestamp attributes (cf. reduction rule for the Cartesian product in
Table 2) gives:
z1 a c [1, 9)
z2 a c [3, 7)
z3 a d [3, 7)
z4 b c [3, 7)
z5 b d [3, 7)
Tuple z2 is produced by joining r˜2 = (a, [3, 7)) and s˜2 =
(c, [3, 7)) and is a temporal duplicate of z1. Note that we cannot
remove r˜2 or s˜2 before the join, since these tuples are required to
produce tuples z3 and z4, respectively. Instead, the absorb operator
removes temporal duplicates in a post-processing step.
Definition 12. (Absorb Operator) Let r be a temporal relation
with timestamp attribute T . The absorb operator, α, eliminates all
tuples r ∈ r for which another value-equivalent tuple r′ ∈ r exists
such that r.T ⊂ r′.T :
α(r) = {r ∈ r | @r′ ∈ r(r.A = r′.A ∧ r.T ⊂ r′.T )}.
5.2 Reduction Rules
The following theorem defines the reduction rules for a temporal
algebra with sequenced semantics.
THEOREM 1. Let r and s be temporal relations, θ be a predi-
cate, F be a set of aggregation functions over r.A, B ⊆ A be a
set of attributes and α be the absorb operator. The reduction rules
in Table 2 define a temporal algebra with sequenced semantics.
Table 2: Reduction Rules.
Operator Reduction
Selection σTθ (r) = σθ(r)
Projection piTB(r) = piB,T (NB(r; r))
Aggregation BϑTF (r) = B,TϑF (NB(r; r))
Difference r−T s = NA(r; s)−NA(s; r)
Union r ∪T s = NA(r; s) ∪NA(s; r)
Intersection r ∩T s = NA(r; s) ∩NA(s; r)
Cart. Prod. r×T s = α((rΦtrues) 1r.T=s.T (sΦtruer))
Inner Join r 1Tθ s = α((rΦθs) 1θ∧r.T=s.T (sΦθr))
Left O. Join r d|><|Tθs = α((rΦθs) d|><| θ∧r.T=s.T (sΦθr))
Right O. Join r |><|dTθs = α((rΦθs) |><|d θ∧r.T=s.T (rΦθr))
Full O. Join r d|><|dTθs = α((rΦθs) d|><|d θ∧r.T=s.T (sΦθr))
Anti Join rTθ s = (rΦθs)θ∧r.T=s.T (sΦθr)
See Appendix for the proof of Theorem 1.
Example 10. Figure 7 illustrates the reduction of the temporal
aggregation query Q2 = ϑTAVG(DUR(R.T ))(R). The query deter-
mines the average duration of reservations at each timepoint. Since
there is a function with a reference to a timestamp the query is
governed by extended snapshot reducibility and we first extend R
to U (R) and substitute R.T in Q2 with U . Next we normalize
U (R) to get tuples with timestamps that are identical or disjoint.
Finally, we apply the reduced query to get the desired result.
R r1 = (Ann)
r2 = (Joe) r3 = (Ann)
U(R) r1 = (Ann, [2012/1, 2012/8))
r2 = (Joe, [2012/2, 2012/6)) r3 = (Ann, [2012/8, 2012/12)
N(U(R);R)
(Ann, [2012/1, 2012/8))
(Ann, [2012/1, 2012/8))
(Ann, [2012/1, 2012/8))
(Joe, [2012/2, 2012/6)) (Ann, [2012/8, 2012/12))
TϑAVG(DUR(U))(N(U(R);R))
(7) (5.5) (7) (4)
Figure 7: Reduction of Query Q2.
6. IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes the implementation of the temporal prim-
itives in the kernel of the PostgreSQL database system.2 We
2http://www.ifi.uzh.ch/dbtg/research/align.html.
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modified parser and parse tree, analyzer and query tree, op-
timizer and plan tree, and executor and execution tree. For
each tree a new custom node was defined that stores informa-
tion for processing the new operator. In the query processing se-
quence transformations between these nodes were implemented:
SQL query
parser−→ parse tree analyzer−→ query tree optimizer−→ plan tree executor−→
execution tree. The optimizer needs cost estimations for the
new operator, and in the executor module three functions were
implemented: ExecInit〈Operator〉, Exec〈Operator〉 and
ExecEnd〈Operator〉 for initialization, execution and finaliza-
tion of the evaluation algorithm, respectively, where 〈Operator〉
is the name of the actual execution algorithm.
To illustrate and evaluate the reduction rules, we extended SQL
with the two temporal primitives. Note that this is just for illustra-
tion purposes and we do not propose a new temporal SQL. Instead,
our primitives are useful building blocks that support the imple-
mentation of the temporal SQL extensions that have been proposed
in the past.
6.1 Execution Algorithm for Temporal Align-
ment
The implementation of temporal alignment is a two step process:
(1) we retrieve for each tuple ri ∈ r the group gi ⊆ s of s-tuples
that satisfy θ and (2) we apply a plane sweep algorithm on each
sorted group gi to produce the aligned relation.
First, we construct for each r-tuple the group gi of matching
s-tuples using a database internal left outer join. To illustrate our
implementation, we assume two relations r and s with three tuples
each and θ ≡ (B = D ∧ r.T ∩ s.T 6= ∅) as illustrated in Fig. 8.
r1 and r2 match two s-tuples each; r3 does not match any s-tuple,
hence the s-part is filled with ω values. Note that the join tuples
have two timestamp attributes, from the r-tuple and the s-tuple,
respectively.
r
A B T
r1 a β [1, 7)
r2 b β [3, 9)
r3 c γ [8, 10)
s
C D T
s1 1 β [2, 5)
s2 2 β [3, 4)
s3 3 β [7, 9)
r d|><|θs
r1 s1
r2 s3
r1 s2
r2 s2
r3 ω
Figure 8: Join of r-tuples with s-tuples.
Our implementation supports pipelining such that intermediate
results do not have to be materialized. To make this possible the
join is partitioned according to the groups and within each group
sorted according to the intersection timestamp of the r and s-tuple.
This ensures that tuples with equal intersection timestamps are con-
secutive and allows to identify (and remove) duplicate timestamps
during the plane sweep. Figure 9 illustrates the group construction
after partitioning and sorting (the sorting in each group is displayed
top down; the nearby lines show the two timestamps of join tuples).
x1 r1 s1
x2 r1 s2
}
g1
x3 r2 s2
x4 r2 s3
}
g2
x5 r3 ω
}
g3
2012/1 2012/2 2012/3 2012/4 2012/5 2012/6 2012/7 2012/8 2012/9 t
g1 x1 = r1 ◦ s1
x2 = r1 ◦ s2
g2
x3 = r2 ◦ s2
x4 = r2 ◦ s3
g3 x5 = r3 ◦ ω
Figure 9: Partitioning and Sorting of Groups.
The plane sweep algorithm in Fig. 10 is implemented in Post-
greSQL as executor function ExecAdjustment. The function
is integrated into the pipelining architecture of PostgreSQL and on
each invocation either a single result tuple is returned, or ω to indi-
cate the end of the operation. The input is a context node, n, that
keeps variables between consecutive invocations. Node n stores
the following information: the reference to its input (subnode),
the previous and current tuples from the input (prev , curr ), the
sweepline status (sweepline), an output tuple (out), the boolean
isalign to distinguish alignment and normalization, and a boolean
variable (sameleft) that is true whenever prev and curr contain
tuples from the same group and false otherwise. [P1, P2) denotes
the already computed intersection of the r- and s-tuple.
Function: ExecAdjustment(n)
Input: Node n in execution tree.
Output: A single output tuple or ω.
Copy variables of n to local;
if first call then
prev ← curr ← next tuple from subnode;
sameleft ← true;
sweepline ← curr .Ts;
produced = false;
while produced = false ∧ prev 6= ω do
if sameleft ∧ sweepline < curr .P1 then
out ← (curr .A, [sweepline, curr .P1));
produced ← true;
sweepline ← curr .P1;
else if sameleft ∧ sweepline ≥ curr .P1 then
if isalign∧out 6=(curr .A, curr .P1, curr .P2) then
out ← (curr .A, [curr .P1, curr .P2));
sweepline ← max(sweepline, curr .P2);
produced ← true;
prev ← curr ;
curr ← next tuple from subnode;
sameleft ← prev .A = curr .A ∧ prev .T = curr .T ;
else
if sweepline < prev .Te then
out ← (prev .A, [sweepline, prev .Te));
produced ← true;
prev ← curr ;
sweepline ← curr .Ts;
sameleft ← true;
if produced = false then out ← ω;
Copy local variables to n;
return out ;
Figure 10: Executor Function.
Figure 11 illustrates four invocations of ExecAdjustment
with four result tuples. Whenever a new group starts, curr and
2012/1 2012/2 2012/3 2012/4 2012/5 2012/6 t
x1 = r1 ◦ s1
x2 = r1 ◦ s2
r˜1 r˜2
r˜3
r˜4
sweep
Figure 11: Plane Sweep Algorithm for Group g1.
prev store the same input tuple, sameleft is set to true and
sweepline stores the r-tuple’s starting timepoint. On the first in-
vocation x1 is fetched. sameleft = true and P1 = 2012/2 is
larger than the sweepline = 2012/1. Thus, tuple r˜1 is produced
and the sweepline is advanced to P1 (first block of the function).
On the second invocation, sameleft = true and sweepline = P1,
hence the second block of the function is entered. We check if the
same intersection has already been produced before. Since this is
not the case, r˜2 is produced, the sweepline is advanced to 2012/4,
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α( (U(R)ΦMin≤DUR(U)≤MaxP)/r
d|><|Min≤DUR(U)≤Max∧r.T=p.T
(PΦMin≤DUR(U)≤Max U(R))/p )
α
d|><| θ∧r.T=p.T
Φθ
U
R
P
Φθ
P U
R
(a) Parse Tree
α
d|><| θ∧r.T=p.T
Φθ
sort
pi
d|><|
U
R
P
Φθ
sort
pi
d|><|
P U
R
(b) Query Tree
Figure 12: Parse Tree and Query Tree.
curr is copied to prev , and the next tuple x2 is fetched into curr .
Since x2 belongs to the same group as x1, sameleft is set to true .
On the third invocation, sameleft = true and sweepline > P1
(= 2012/3). The execution enters again in the second block and
produces r˜3. After updating prev , the next tuple x3 is fetched into
curr . Since x3 belongs to a new group, sameleft is set to false . On
the fourth invocation, sameleft = false and the execution enters
the third block of the function. We check if sweepline < prev .Te,
i.e., if the timestamp of the r-tuple of the previous group is com-
pletely covered. Since this is not the case, a result tuple over the
remaining part of the timestamp is produced (r˜4). The variables are
reset for processing the next group.
6.2 Extensions to Parser, Analyzer and Opti-
mizer for Temporal Alignment
This section describes the extensions that are required in the
three modules that precede the executor. First, we add a new SQL
keyword ALIGN and extend the grammar of the parser:
aligned_table:
table_ref ALIGN table_ref ON a_expr;
table_ref: ...
’(’ aligned_table ’)’ alias_clause
The alignment statement consists of two table_ref and can
be used similar to any other item in the FROM clause. The first
table_ref argument is the relation to align, the second one is the
reference relation; a_expr is the θ condition. In the select clause
ABSORB can be specified instead of DISTINCT to eliminate tem-
poral duplicates. For instance, query Q1 can be formulated in SQL
as:
WITH R AS (SELECT Ts Us, Te Ue, * FROM R)
SELECT ABSORB n, a, min, max, r.Ts, r.Te
FROM (R ALIGN P ON DUR(Us,Ue) BETWEEN Min AND Max) r
LEFT OUTER JOIN
(P ALIGN R ON DUR(Us,Ue) BETWEEN Min AND Max) p
ON DUR(Us,Ue) BETWEEN Min AND Max AND
r.Ts=p.Ts AND r.Te=p.Te
The WITH statement does the timestamp propagation and the
SELECT statement implements the reduction rule for the tempo-
ral left outer join (cf. Table 2). DUR is a user defined function
(UDF) that evaluates the duration of the period defined by the two
parameters. The corresponding RA expression and parse tree are
shown in Fig. 12(a).
In the analyzer we extend the query tree with the partitioning and
sorting of the groups. The query tree for our example is shown in
Fig. 12(b). The optimizer is the final state before the executor. Here
the database system chooses among different execution strategies.
The cost estimations for our temporal alignment node, where x is
the direct subnode, are as follows:
numRows = 3 ∗ x.numRows
cost = x.cost + 2 ∗ cpu_op_cost ∗ x.numRows ∗ numCols
sortOrder = (A, T )
The cardinality of the output can be up to three times the cardinality
of the subnode, that is every tuple in the input can produce up to
three tuples in the algorithm. The total cost is estimated by the cost
of the subnode, plus two tuple comparison for each result tuple in
the executor function. The result is sorted on all attributes.
6.3 Temporal Normalization
The approach to implement temporal normalization is similar to
the implementation of temporal alignment. It differs in the con-
struction of the groups. Temporal normalization splits a tuple’s
interval according to all start and end timepoints in its group. To
build the group we use a database internal nontemporal left outer
join. We impose a total order on split points to get a plane sweep
algorithm with constant memory complexity. Therefore we do not
join with the s relation directly but with the union of its start- and
endpoints, i.e., piB,Ts/P1(s) ∪ piB,Te/P1(s). We build the groups
as for alignment, sort on the split point P1, and use the same plane
sweep algorithm as for temporal alignment but without the inter-
section part, i.e, ExecAdjustment with isalign = false . As a
result the sweepline moves from split point to split point to produce
the final result.
The rules for the parser are similar to temporal alignment, but
we use the keyword NORMALIZE with a list of grouping attributes
instead of a θ condition. For instance, the temporal aggregation
TϑAVG(DUR(U))( N{}(U (R); U (R)) ) is formulated in SQL
as:
WITH R AS (SELECT Ts Us, Te Ue, * FROM R)
SELECT AVG(DUR(Us,Ue)), Ts, Te
FROM (R R1 NORMALIZE R R2 USING()) r
GROUP BY Ts, Te
In the USING clause the grouping attributes are specified (empty in
this example). In the optimizer we use the following cost estima-
tions:
numRows = 2 ∗ x.numRows
cost = x.cost + cpu_op_cost ∗ x.numRows ∗ numCols
sortOrder = (A, T )
For each split point in the subnode we can have up to two result
tuples. The total cost is the cost of the subnode plus one tuple
comparison for every output tuple (different from alignment since
we omit the intersection part).
7. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate our implementation of temporal nor-
malization and temporal alignment, by showing that (1) our im-
plementation is tightly integrated into the database kernel and
leverages existing database optimization techniques; (2) temporal
normalization with change preservation minimizes the number of
splits, which keeps intermediate results small; and (3) temporal
alignment remains stable for datasets that are inefficient to process
with other approaches.
7.1 Setup
For the experiments the client and the database server run on the
same 2.6 GHz machine with 4 GB RAM and a hard disk rotational
rate of 5400 rpm. We use the PostgreSQL server 9.0, extended with
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our implementation of normalize and alignment. All parameters
of the PostgreSQL server, such as maximum memory for sorting,
were kept to default values, and no indexes were used.
We use the real world dataset Incumben of the University of
Arizona with 83,857 entries. Each entry records a job assignment
(pcn) for an employee (ssn) over a specific time interval. The data
ranges over 16 years and contains 49,195 different employees. The
timestamps are recorded at the granularity of days and range from 1
to 573 days with an average of approximately 180 days. Synthetic
datasets used in the evaluation are described below.
7.2 Database System Integration
Temporal normalization and temporal alignment fully leverage
existing database optimization strategies and algorithms. The non-
temporal left outer join used for the group construction in our im-
plementation is optimized by the database system. This applies
to both temporal normalization and temporal alignment. We il-
lustrate this for temporal normalization N{ssn} of the Incumben
dataset, running the database in three different settings: (a) all
join methods enabled, (b) merge join disabled (i.e., SET en-
able_mergejoin=false), and (c) merge and hash join disabled. For
each of the three settings the database chooses the best suited join
strategy for the left outer join in the normalization operator: in (a) a
sorted merge join, in (b) a hash join, and in (c) a nested loop join is
used. Figure 13(a) shows the runtime of the normalization, which
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Figure 13: NormalizationN{ssn} (Incumben).
is dominated by the join, for which the DBMS chooses the best
available join algorithm. The same holds for temporal alignment.
Hence, the runtime of normalization and alignment is proportional
to the runtime of a join. The output cardinality of the normalization
is shown in Fig. 13(b), which is obviously the same in all settings.
7.3 Normalization Attributes
In this experiment we evaluate the performance of temporal nor-
malization with different normalization attributes. Splitting data
across all start and end points independent of the normalization
attributes not only violates change preservation for group based
operators, but dramatically decreases the performance. We show
this on the Incumben dataset and the following three normaliza-
tion operations: N{}, N{pcn} and N{ssn}. The runtime results
and the output cardinality of these operations are shown in Fig. 14.
There is a strong correlation between the normalization attributes
and the performance. N{} requires that all overlapping tuples are
split, whereas N{pcn} and N{ssn} only require a split when the
tuples match on the corresponding attribute values.
7.4 Expressing Temporal Outer Joins in SQL
We compare the computation of temporal outer joins using tem-
poral alignment (align) with the computation of temporal outer
joins expressed in standard SQL (sql). To express a temporal outer
join in SQL we have to express the join part using overlap predi-
cates on timestamps and evaluate the negative part of the temporal
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Figure 14: Normalizations (Incumben).
outer join using joins and NOT EXISTS statements [21]. The final
result is the union of the two parts.
For the comparison we use three queries: O1 = rd|><|Ttrues,
O2 = rd|><|
T
Min≤DUR(r.T )≤Maxs, and O3 = rd|><|d
T
r.pcn=s.pcns, and
three synthetic datasets: Ddisj where the intervals in both relations
are disjoint,Deq where the intervals in both relations are equal, and
Drand where we have random intervals and categories.
Figure 15(a) shows the runtime of query O1 on Ddisj . As ex-
pected, align performs much faster than sql because of the NOT
EXISTS used by SQL. The NOT EXISTS predicate is only efficient
if a match can be found as fast as possible, so that the evaluation can
terminate and return false . Since there are only few overlapping in-
tervals in both relations, the NOT EXISTS has to scan almost the
entire relation, which yields a quadratic complexity. The best set-
ting for SQL for this is shown in Fig. 15(b) with the same query
O1 on dataset Deq . All timestamps of Deq are equal, and thus the
NOT EXISTS can be evaluated efficiently. For the Deq dataset sql
is more efficient than align as it does not require any adjustment
and the overhead is less than for alignment.
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Figure 15: Outer Joins (Real World and Synthetic Data Sets).
Figure 15(c) shows the runtime of query O2 on dataset Drand .
The θ condition of the outer join does not allow efficient NOT EX-
ISTS statements using antijoins, resulting in a high runtime of the
SQL approach. The approach using temporal alignment performs
much faster as it is more efficient for timestamp adjustment.
Finally, we run query O3 on the real world Incumben dataset
(Figure 15(d)). Both approaches are much faster than for the other
datasets since the equality condition in the case of temporal align-
ment allows the database system to choose a fast nontemporal hash
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or merge join, and in the case of SQL to speed up the NOT EXISTS
statements.
7.5 Expressing Temporal Outer Joins with
SQL and Normalize
We compare the computation of temporal outer joins using tem-
poral alignment (align) with an approach that expresses temporal
outer joins using standard SQL plus temporal normalization for
the negative part (sql+normalize). The joined part of the tempo-
ral outer join is computed with SQL, and temporal normalization is
used for the temporal difference. Expressing outer joins with differ-
ence requires to compute the difference between an argument rela-
tion and the intermediate join result to determine all tuples that are
not joining. Figure 16(a) shows the runtime behavior of query O3
on the real world dataset Incumben . align performs much faster
than sql+normalize due to the expensive normalization steps that
sql+normalize is required to perform on the intermediate join re-
sult. In the last experiment in Figure 16(b) we compare the runtime
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Figure 16: Outer Joins (Real World and Synthetic Data Sets).
of the same queryO3 on a random dataset. The interval timestamps
have on average the same duration as in the Incumben dataset, but
start and end timestamps are randomly distributed. This yields a
larger temporal join result and more distinct splitting points than
for the real world dataset. With a larger temporal join result and
more candidate splitting points, the performance of sql+normalize
decreases compared to align.
8. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we describe a relational algebra solution that pro-
vides native support for processing interval timestamped data with
the sequenced semantics. We support the three properties of the
sequenced semantics (snapshot reducibility, extended snapshot re-
ducibility and change preservation) through timestamp propaga-
tion and two temporal primitives, a temporal splitter and temporal
aligner. With these primitives query processing becomes a two-
step process: (1) propagate and adjust the interval timestamps of
argument tuples such that changes are preserved and predicates
and functions over the original timestamps remain possible, and
(2) apply the corresponding nontemporal operator on the adjusted
relations. We defined rules to reduce the operators of a temporal
algebra to their nontemporal counterparts. We have implemented
the temporal primitives and reduction rules in the kernel of Post-
greSQL to get native database support for all operations of a tempo-
ral algebra, including outer joins, antijoins, and aggregations with
predicates and functions over the original timestamps.
Future work includes the following directions: investigate in-
dexing or merge sort techniques to improve the performance of the
temporal primitives for cases when conventional join techniques
cannot be evaluated efficiently; customize the temporal primitives
for specific temporal operators to not produce adjusted tuples that
do not contribute to the result for that operator (the current temporal
primitives are generic and work for tuple and group based opera-
tors, respectively); extend the temporal primitives for a bag based
temporal algebra.
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APPENDIX
A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
PROOF. We prove the reduction rule for the temporal left outer
join, rd|><|Tθ s, by showing that the operator satisfies the three proper-
ties of the sequenced semantics.
Snapshot reducibility (cf. Def. 1): We have to show two cases.
Case 1: For each pair of matching and intersecting tuples r ∈ r
and s ∈ s (i.e., θ(r, s) is true and r.T ∩ s.T 6= ∅) the fol-
lowing holds: for each t ∈ r.T ∩ s.T there exists a result tuple
z = (r.A, s.C, T ) such that t ∈ T . Case 2: For each r ∈ r and
interval T ′ ⊆ r.T , for which no matching and intersecting s ∈ s
exists, the following holds: for each t ∈ T ′ there exists a result
tuple z = (r.A, ω, . . . , ω, T ) such that t ∈ T .
From Def. 10 (temporal alignment) and Proposition 4 we know
that aligned tuples r˜ ∈ rΦθs are derived from an r ∈ r as follows:
(i) for each matching and intersecting s ∈ swe get r˜ = (r.A, r.T∩
s.T ), and (ii) for each maximal subinterval T ⊆ r.T that is not
covered by any matching s ∈ s we get r˜ = (r.A, T ). The same
holds for the aligned tuples s˜ ∈ sΦθr.
From (i) we conclude that for any two matching and inter-
secting tuples r ∈ r and s ∈ s, there exists an aligned tuple
r˜ = (r.A, r.T ∩ s.T ) and s˜ = (s.C, s.T ∩ r.T ). Since intersec-
tion is commutative, r.T ∩ s.T = s.T ∩ r.T , and the nontemporal
left outer join yields a result tuple z = (r.A, s.C, r.T ∩ s.T ) that
covers each t ∈ r.T ∩ s.T (proves case 1). From (ii) we conclude
that for each r ∈ r and maximal subinterval T ⊆ r.T that has no
matching and intersecting s ∈ s, there exists an r˜ = (r.A, T ) but
no matching s˜ ∈ sΦθr that intersects T . Thus, the nontemporal left
outer join yields a result tuple z = (r.A, ω, . . . , ω, T ) that covers
each t ∈ T (proves case 2).
The final absorb operator, α, removes tuples that are covered by a
value-equivalent tuple. Thus, if a tuple z is removed, each t ∈ z.T
is covered by another value-equivalent result tuple z′.
Extended snapshot reducibility (Def. 4): To prove extended snap-
shot reducibility, we show that propagated timestamps do not inter-
fere with the alignment of the argument relations and hence with
the production of result tuples. Recall that relations are extended,
i.e., each r ∈ r (s ∈ s) has a nontemporal attribute r.U (s.U ) that is
a copy of r.T (s.T ), and in θ all references to timestamps have been
substituted with r.U and s.U , respectively. Since θ is independent
of the timestamp attributes, alignment and nontemporal left outer
join work exactly in the same way as for snapshot reducibility.
From (i) we conclude that for any two matching and intersecting
tuples r ∈ r and s ∈ s, there exists an r˜ = (r.A, r.U, r.T ∩ s.T )
and an s˜ = (s.C, s.U, s.T ∩ r.T ) that yield a result tuple z =
(r.A, r.U, s.C, s.U, r.T ∩ s.T ) that covers each t ∈ r.T ∩ s.T
(proves case 1). From (ii) we conclude that for each r ∈ r
and maximal sub-interval T ⊆ r.T that has no matching and
intersecting s ∈ s, there exists an r˜ = (r.A, r.U, T ) but no
matching s˜ ∈ sΦθr that intersects T . This yields a result tu-
ple z = (r.A, r.U, ω, . . . , ω, T ) that covers each t ∈ T (proves
case 2).
Change preservation (Def. 7): From Def. 10 (temporal align-
ment) and Proposition 4 we know that the timestamp of each result
tuple is (case 1) either an intersection of two argument tuples, r ∈ r
and s ∈ s, or (case 2) a maximal subinterval T ∈ r.T for which
no matching and intersecting s ∈ s exists. Furthermore, the α-
operator ensures that all result tuples have maximal timestamps.
Case 1: We show that for each result tuple z = (r.A, z.C, r.T ∩
s.T ), the lineage set L[rd|><|Tθ s](z, t) is equal for each t ∈ z.T
and that adjacent value-equivalent tuples have different lineage
sets. From Def. 6 (lineage sets) we get L[rd|><|Tθ s](z, t) =
L[r 1Tθ s](z, t) = L[r×T s](z, t) for case (1). The lineage set
of the temporal Cartesian product contains all r ∈ r that are
value-equivalent to z.A and cover t and all s ∈ s that are value-
equivalent to z.C and cover t. Since relations are duplicate free,
the lineage set contains exactly one r ∈ r and one s ∈ s, i.e.,
L[r×T s](z, t) = 〈{r}, {s}〉. This holds for all t ∈ r.T ∩ s.T . To
show that the lineage set at timepoint z.Ts−1 is different for value-
equivalent tuples, recall that either z.Ts−1 6∈ r.T or z.Ts−1 6∈ s.T
since z.T = r.T ∩ z.T . Hence, at least one of r and s is not in the
lineage set. The same reasoning applies for timepoint z.Te.
Case 2: We show that for each result tuple z =
(r.A, ω, . . . , ω, T ), the lineage set L[rd|><|Tθ s](z, t) is equal for all
t ∈ z.T and that adjacent value-equivalent tuples have different lin-
eage sets. From Def. 6 we get L[rd|><|Tθ s](z, t) = L[rTθ s](z, t) =
L[r−T s](z, t). The lineage set of the temporal difference con-
tains all r ∈ r that are value-equivalent to z.A and cover t as well
as s. Since relations are duplicate free, we get L[r−T s](z, t) =
〈{r}, s〉. This holds for all t ∈ z.T since z.T = r˜.T ⊆ r.T . To
show that the lineage set of value-equivalent tuples is different at
timepoint z.Ts−1, recall that z.T is maximal. Either z.Ts−1 6∈ r.T
and therefore r is not in the lineage set, or there exists a matching
s ∈ s with z.Ts−1 ∈ s.T that would produce a join with r.A, and
thus no value-equivalent tuple to z = (r.A, ω, . . . , ω, T ) can exist.
The same reasoning applies for the timepoint z.Te.
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